
The Progressive (continuous) Tenses Review 
 

Present Progressive—am/is/are + V-ing 

 

 Used to express an action that is occurring in the immediate present. CLUE – right now 

 I am eating an apple. 

 Sara is writing an essay. 

 The students are studying the grammar lesson. 

CLUES – right now / at the moment / now 

 

Past Progressive—was/were + V-ing 

 

 Used to express an action that occurred in the past over a period of time 

 Jerry was studying for his math test last night. 

 Last year I was living in Paris. 

 Expresses an action in the past that was occurring when another action takes place 

 I was talking when Bob interrupted. 

 The students were studying the grammar lesson when the lights went out. 

CLUES – last night (for a long time) / yesterday (for many hours) /  

IS there ANOTHER Verb in PAST that INTERRUPTED? 

 

 Jerry _studied__or was studying_________ for his math test last night. 

 Last year I _lived_or was living_________ in Paris. 

 

 I _was talking_ (talk) when Bob interrupted. (cannot use talked here) 

 

 The students __were studying__ (study) the grammar lesson when the lights went out.  

(cannot use studied here) 

 

Future Progressive—will/shall + be + V-ing 

 

 Used to express an action in the future which will occur over a period of time 

 Next year I will be living in France. 

 Seth will be finishing his degree next semester. 

CLUES – next year (for a long time) / in 2017 (for much time) / tomorrow (for many hours) 

 

 

PART 1 PART 2 PART 3 PART 4 PART 5 

Base Base + s 

Every day he… 

Past 

Yesterday I … 

Past Participle 

Twice this week,  

I have / he has  

V-ing 

Right now I am 

eat eats ate eaten eating 

admit admits admitted admitted  admitting  

be is  was  has been   

drink drinks  drank drunk drinking 



lose     

fly     

write     

 

             ns   vt         ndo 

1. The dog ate the bird. ACTIVE voice = ns does the verb action 

                   past 

 

             ns      vi          

2. The bird was eaten by the dog. PASSIVE voice = ns does NOT do the action 

                      past  

 

               ns               vt                   ndo 

3. The teacher has canceled this class.  ACTIVE = ns (teacher) did the verb 

                       present prefect (for the BE verb) 

 

4. This class has been canceled by the teacher. PASSIVE  

                    present prefect (for the BE verb) + part 4 

 

 

5. My manager will write the report.  

 

 

6. The report will be written by my manager.  

  



 

 

To change positive to negative –  

 

find verb / tense / add HV in tense + base / add NO – NOT   

 

1. One of the boys broke his leg. = past / did 

One of the boys did not break his leg. 

2. Carla knows Spanish. = present / does 

 Carla does not know Spanish. 

3. Jackie takes vitamins every day. = present / does 

 Jackie does not take vitamins every day. 

4. Sylvia and her husband moved to Kansas. = past / did 

 Sylvia and her husband did not move to Kansas 

5. The students remembered to take the quiz. = past / did 

 The students did not remember to take the quiz. 

 

6. Sharon is in class today. = present NO HV 

 Sharon is not in class today. 

 

7. Luis will go to the concert with me. = future NO ADD hv 

 Luis will not go to the concert with me.  

 

8. Jaime has been sick this week. = present perfect NO ADD 

 Jaime has not been sick this week. 

 

YES – NO QUESTIONS 

find the verb / tense / add hv? same tense / begin hv 
 

1. Bruno and Tomas arrange the furniture. = present / do 

 Do Bruno and Tomas arrange the furniture? 

1a. Bruno arranges the furniture. = present / does  



 Does Bruno arrange the furniture? 

2. Louis swept the garage.  

 Did Louis sweep the garage?  

3. The custodian lost the keys.  

 Did the custodian lose the keys? 

4. The department manager spends too much money. = present 

 Does the department manager spend too much money? 

5. Mrs. Lopez begins the lesson. present 

 Does Mrs. Lopez begin the lesson? 

 

ASK WH- questions – Who / what / when / where / why 
 

1. The owner of the building sent a letter to his tenants last month.  

Who sent a letter to his tenants? 

When did the owner send a letter? 

 

2. The victim of the accident testified at the trial yesterday.  

When did the victim of the accident testify?  

 

3. The new movie will open next week at a theater in Westwood.  

When will the movie open? 

 

4. The angry protestors shouted loudly during the demonstration.  

How loudly did the angry protesters shout during the demonstration? 

 

 

 

 

 

  



ACTIVE and PASSIVE voice 

Active = NS does the action 

The dog bit the boy. 

The boy runs. 

The girl kicked the ball.  

 

Passive = NS does NOT do the action 

The boy was bitten by the dog. 

The car was washed by the owner. 

The letter was sent by my sister.  

 
 

             ns   vt         ndo 

1A. The dog ate the bird. ACTIVE voice = ns does the verb action 

                   past 

 

             ns      vi          

1P. The bird was eaten by the dog. PASSIVE voice = ns does NOT do the action 

                      past (for the BE verb) + part 4 

 

               ns               vt                   ndo 

2A. The teacher has canceled this class.  ACTIVE = ns (teacher) did the verb 

                       present prefect (for the BE verb) 

 

             ns                 vi          

2P. This class has been canceled by the teacher. PASSIVE  

                    present prefect (for the BE verb) + part 4 

 

 

             ns                vt                  ndo          

3A. My manager will write the report.  

                           future 

 

             ns                 vi          

3P. The report will be written by my manager.  

                    future (for the BE verb) + part 4 

 


